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Another view: in highest scoring run, on average 8 of the top 10 shots






Another view: in highest scoring run, on average an estimated 7 of the
top 10 shots returned contained the desired video
**  FX-Co runs used more














































































TVS’07 and TVS’ as workshops at ACM Multimedia;
BBC rushes tapes, 25min, 42 files as development data,
40 files as test data;
  scripted dialogue, environmental sounds, repeating,
  wasted shots, clapboards and colourbars;
Task: create an MPEG-1 summary of each file <= 2% of
the original;
Dual evaluation criteria - measure what viewers remember
from summary - 81% agreement among judges
-  Eliminate redundancy
-  Maximise viewer efficiency at recognising objects & events, quickly
Interaction limited to single playback via mplayer in 125




Almost all groups explicitly searched for and removed junk
frames;
Majority groups used some form of clustering of
shots/scenes in order to detect redundancy;
Several groups included face detection as some
component;
Most groups used visual-only, though some also used
audio in selecting segments to include in summary;
Camera motion/optical flow was used by some;
Most groups used whole frame for selecting, though some
also used frame regions;
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Approaches to generaJon …
Much more variety among techniques for summary
generation than selection;
Many used FF or VS/FF video playback;
Several incorporated visual indicator(s) of offset
into original video source, within the summary;
Some used an overall storyboard of keyframes;
Some used keyframe playback but most used the
unaltered original video, some with sub-shots only;
Some used non-hard cut shot transitions, and one
did progressive summary generation, on-the-fly;
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Challenges …
ParJcipaJon, organisaJon, tasks, scienJﬁc rigour,
enthusiasm, research topics … all sorted.
The problem … video data !
NIST cannot legally distribute data which it is not
100% © cleared to do so .. LDC, S&V, BBC .. but for
2010, we have 10,000 hours from Internet Archive.
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Final issues …
Too closed shop, not public enough ?
VideOlympics showcase, SummarisaKon workshop at ACM MM
Learnability of systems for non‐experts ?
Most sites used expert searchers … recent paper showed searcher variability
across sites to be a factor … VideOlympics ‘09 uses schoolchildren !
Too US DTO‐centric ?
No way ‐ see the list of contributors !
Can I get the video data ?
Find a buddy and sign the forms.
Can I get the other data (topics, assessments, donaJons) ?
Its all on the TRECVid website.
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